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Abstract In the recent past, software product line engineering
has become one of the most promising practices in software
industry with the potential to substantially increase the
software development productivity. Software product line
engineering approach spans the dimensions of business,
architecture, software engineering process and organization.
The increasing popularity of software product line engineering in
the software industry necessitates a process maturity evaluation
methodology. Accordingly, this paper presents a business
maturity model of software product line, which is a methodology
to evaluate the current maturity of the business dimension of a
software product line in an organization. This model examines
the coordination between product line engineering and the
business aspects of software product line. It evaluates the
maturity of the business dimension of software product line as
a function of how a set of business practices are aligned with
product line engineering in an organization. Using the model
presented in this paper, we conducted two case studies and
reported the assessment results. This research contributes
towards establishing a comprehensive and unified strategy for
a process maturity evaluation of software product lines.

Keywords Software product line . Software process
assessment . Maturity evaluation . Business process .

Organizational management . Software process model

1 Introduction

One of the major concerns of software development organ-
izations is the effective utilization of software assets, thus
reducing considerably, the development time and cost of
software products. A significant number of organizations
which trade in wide areas of operation, from consumer
electronics, telecommunications, and avionics to information
technology, are using software product lines practice as it
effectively makes use of software assets. Clements et al.
(2005) report that software product line engineering is a
growing software engineering sub-discipline, and many
organizations including Philips®, Hewlett-Packard®,
Nokia®, Raytheon®, and Cummins® are using it to achieve
extraordinary gains in productivity, time to market, and
product quality. Clements (2001) defines the term “software
product line” as a set of software-intensive systems sharing a
common, managed set of features that satisfy the specific
needs of a particular market segment or mission, and are
developed from a common set of core assets, in a prescribed
way. Some alternative terminologies for “software product
line” that have been widely used in Europe are; “product
families;” “product population;” and “system families”.

The acronym BAPO (van der Linden 2002) (Business-
Architecture-Process-Organization) defines the process con-
cerns associated with software product lines. The “Business”
in BAPO is considered critical as it deals with the way in
which the products resulting from a software product line
make profits. Software is perhaps the most crucial piece of the
business entity in this modern marketplace, where important
decisions need to be made rapidly. The organizations that fail
to respond with sufficient speed have generally lower chances
of survive. Business is perhaps the most crucial factor in the
software product lines, mainly due to the necessities of long-
term strategic planning, initial investment, payback period and
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retaining the market presence. Business requires continuous
monitoring and evaluating of customers, competitors, market
segment, marketing strategies, financial, assets management,
etc. The business dimension of software product lines deals
with managing a strong coordination between product line
engineering and the business aspects of product line. Business
assessment is essential for improving the overall software
product line engineering process because it provides informa-
tion about the maturity of an organization in doing the
business of software product lines and also highlights the
areas that require improvements. This paper presents a
comprehensive methodology for the business assessment of
organizations dealing with software product lines, thus
addressing a topic of immense importance from the perspec-
tive of software engineering economics.

1.1 Software product line engineering maturity model:
The big picture

The maturity assessment of software process within an
organization has always been a key research area in software
engineering. The Capability Maturity Model (CMM) pro-
posed by the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) has been
accepted as the de facto standard by the software industry.
According to Paulk et al. (1993) CMM provides software
organizations with guidance on how to gain control of their
processes for developing and maintaining software and how
to move toward a culture of software engineering and
management excellence. The objectives of CMM are to
provide a guideline to software development organizations to
determine the current process maturity and to develop a
strategy for improving software quality and process. CMM
further evolved into CMMI. Jones and Soule (2002) discuss
the relationship between software product line process and
CMMI model and observed that software engineering
process discipline as specified in CMMI models provides
an important foundation for software product line practice.
Jones and Soule (2002) concluded that in addition to the key
process areas of the CMMI model, software product line
requires mastery of many other essential practice areas.
Although they have compared the process areas of software
product line and CMMI and found some similarities, they
emphasized there is a need to establish a comprehensive
strategy for process assessment of software product line in
particular, which requires identification of those Key Process
Areas, which are not currently a part of CMMI. SEI
proposed Product Line Technical Probe (PLTP), which is
intended to assess an organization’s ability to adopt and
succeed with the software product line approach. PLTP is
based on framework for software product line practice
(Clements and Northrop 2002). Within PLTP there are 29
practice areas, which are divided into three categories;
product development; core asset development; and manage-

ment. The framework does not clearly define any levels to be
assigned to an organization in order to know the maturity of
the current process but rather simply identifies those
potential areas of concern that should be given attention
while carrying out any software product line activity.

Software process maturity evaluation has been a key
research area in the software research community because of
its impact on the productivity of the development process.
Software product line is a relatively a new concept in the
history of software development and business. A lot of effort
has been spent on the process methodology and the industri-
alization of this paradigm. The organizations dealing with
software product lines also require a methodology to evaluate
the maturity of software product line process. van der Linden
et al. (2004) propose a four-dimensional software product
line maturity evaluation framework based on the BAPO
concept of operations. It provides a foundation for systematic
and a comprehensive strategy for the process maturity
evaluation of software product line. Figure 1 illustrates the
conceptual layout of this maturity evaluation approach. The
four dimensions of the framework are: Business, Architec-
ture, Process and Organization. van der Linden et al. (2004)
identified a maturity scale of up to five levels in ascending
order for each dimension of BAPO, as shown in the rectangle
of “Maturity Scales” in Fig. 1. In the case of software product
lines, this results in separate values for each of the four
dimensions. van der Linden et al. (2004) proposed that the
“P” which is “process” in BAPO is the software engineering
process whose maturity can be found out by using any one of
the popular software engineering process assessment
approaches such as CMM, BOOTSTRAP or SPICE etc.
The maturity models for other dimensions of business,
architecture, and organization have not as yet been given a
great deal of attention by software engineering community.

This work presents a business maturity model for software
product line. The model provides a methodology to evaluate
the current maturity of the software product line business of an
organization. This is the first study of its kind within the area
of software product lines to the best of our knowledge. It is
important to note here that, the maturity models to evaluate
the other two dimensions of BAPO are beyond the scope of
this study as this work concentrates on only the business
dimension. The dashed rectangle in Fig. 1 clearly highlights
the scope of the work presented in this paper in the overall
software product line maturity evaluation process. The main
objective of this research is to contribute towards a unified
strategy for process evaluation of software product lines.

1.2 Software product line business dimension: Related
work

Bayer et al. (1999) at the Fraunhofer Institute of Experi-
mental Software Engineering (IESE) developed a method-
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ology (PuLSE, Product Line Software Engineering) for the
purpose of enabling the conception and deployment of
software product lines within a large variety of enterprise
contexts PuLSE-Eco is a part of Pulse methodology that
deals with defining the scope of software product lines in
terms of business factor. PuLSE-Eco identifies various
activities, which directly address the business needs of
software product lines such as system information, stake-
holder information, business objectives and benefit analy-
sis. van der Linden et al. (2004) identified some main
factors in evaluating the business dimension of software
product line such as identity, vision, objectives and strategic
planning. They classified the business maturity of software
product line into five levels in ascending order: reactive,
awareness, extrapolate, proactive and strategic. Clements
and Northrop (2002) highlight customer interface manage-
ment, market analysis, funding, and business case engi-
neering as important activities from the perspectives of
organizational management. Kang et al. (2002) present a
marketing plan for software product lines that includes
market analysis and marketing strategy. The market
analysis covers need analysis, user profiling, business

opportunity, time to market and product pricing. The
marketing strategy discusses product delivery methods.
Toft et al. (2000) propose the “owen molecule model”
which consists of three dimensions of social, technology
and business. The business dimension deals with setting up
business goals, and analyzing commercial environment.
Fritsch and Hahn (2004) introduce Product Line Potential
Analysis (PLPA) which is intended to examine the product
line potential of a business unit through discussions with
managers of the business unit, because in their opinion they
know the market requirements, product information and
business goals of the organization. Schmid and Verlage
(2002) discuss a successful case study of setting up
software product line at Market Maker and highlights
market and competitor analysis, vision of potential market
segment and products, as significantly important activities.
Ebert and Smouts (2003) weight marketing as one of the
major external success factors of product line approach and
further concluded that forecasting, the methods used to
influence the market, a strong coordination between
marketing and engineering activities, are required for
gaining benefits from product line approach.

Fig. 1 Software product line engineering maturity model: The big picture
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The summary of the related work presented in this sub-
section highlights some key business practices such as
strategic planning, innovation, market orientation, business
vision, order of entry, financial management and customer
orientation. Other literature survey’s (Aguilar-Sav’en 2004;
Bergstrom 2000; Davenport 1993; De Castro and Chrisman
1995; Wappler 2000; Verlage and Kiesgen 2005; Weiss and
Lai 1999) also pointed out the significance of these key
business factors in the overall business performance of an
organization. In order to examine the effect of these key
business factors on the overall performance of software
product line engineering process in an organization Ahmed
and Capretz (2007) conducted a quantitative survey
of software organizations currently involved in the business
of developing software product lines over a wide range of
operations, including consumer electronics, telecommuni-
cations, avionics, and information technology. The main
objective of this study was to identify the effect of business
factors in the performance of software product line and to
provide a rationale to the structure of the business maturity
model presented in this paper. The results of the study
provide evidence that organizations in the business of
software product line development have to manage multiple
key business factors to improve the overall performance of
the business, in addition to their efforts in software
development. With empirical evidence that these factors
contributes in the business performance of an organization
managing software product line engineering we used these
key business practices as the foundation of the maturity
model presented in this paper to evaluate the business
maturity of software product line of an organization.

2 The business maturity model of software product line
engineering

The business maturity model of software product lines aims
to establish a comprehensive strategy to evaluate the
business dimension of software product line process. It
describes the business assessment methodology of software
product lines, determines the current maturity of software
product line business of an organization and identifies its
strengths and weaknesses. It is structured in a way to
determine how various business practices are carried out
and resources allocated to software product lines develop-
ment. The business dimension of software product line does
not only take net cash flow in and out as parameters to
evaluate the maturity of business. Rather, it assumes a
strong coordination between product line engineering and
the business aspect of product line and evaluates the
maturity of the business as a function of how set of
business practices are aligns with product line engineering.
The functional structure of the model consists of a set of

questionnaires purposely designed for evaluating the
maturity at each of the five maturity levels in ascending
order of reactive, awareness, extrapolate, proactive and
strategic. A survey of work carried out in the business
dimension of software product lines reported in Sub-
Section 1.2 of Section 1 along with a survey in business
and management theories provides the foundations for
designing the questionnaires.

2.1 Configuration of business maturity model

The functional configuration of the business maturity model
for software product lines consists of a set of three business
dimensions: marketing strategy, portfolio management and
business planning, and eight business practices spread over
those dimensions. Table 1 defined the hierarchy and
domains of the business maturity model for software
product lines. The marketing strategy dimension covers
the practices of market orientation, relationships manage-
ment and order of entry to the market. Portfolio manage-
ment deals with practices of financial management and
asset management. Business planning spans strategic
planning, business vision and innovation. In this paper we
refer the term “Business Practice” as the activity that in
conjunction with software product line engineering contrib-
utes to the business performance of an organization. The
term “Business Dimension” refers to a set of interrelated
business practices, which cover the business dimension of
product line engineering. These business practices lay the
foundations for the set of questionnaires, which have a
number of questions about how effectively these practices
are performed in the business dimension of software
product lines. The subsequent sub-sections elaborate the
concepts these business practices employ in detail.

Table 1 Configuration of business maturity model

Dimension
No.

Business
Dimension

Practice
No.

Business
Practice

1 Marketing
strategy

1 Market orientation

2 Relationships
management

3 Order of entry to the
market

2 Portfolio
management

4 Financial
management

5 Assets management

3 Business
planning

6 Strategic planning

7 Business vision

8 Innovation
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2.1.1 Marketing strategy: Literature review

The marketing strategy dimension covers market orienta-
tion, relationship management and order of entry to the
market. The concept of market orientation provides an
advantage over the competitors by identifying what
customers want and by offering products that are different
and superior to those offered by competitors. Market
orientation deals with the acquisition, sharing, interpretation
and utilization of information about customers and com-
petitors. According to Kohli and Jaworski (1990) market
orientation is the generation or acquisition of market
intelligence pertaining to current and future customer needs.
Conversely, Narver and Slater (1990) consider market
orientation as an organizational culture that most effectively
and efficiently creates the necessary behaviors for the
creation of superior value for buyers. The market orienta-
tion consists of three dimensions: customer orientation,
competitor orientation, and inter-functional coordination.
Software product line requires an in-depth knowledge of
the market, which helps in capturing requirements of
product line. Birk et al. (2003) define market orientation
in context of software product lines as whether the
organization targets a specific market segment without a
specific customer in mind or addresses individual customer
projects. The software product line deals with developing a
considerable number of products to capture various market
segments, thus providing justification for a product line.
Market orientation provides imperative information about
the concerns and requirements of customers, which needs to
be accommodated in the successive products from a product
line. PuLSE-Eco (Knauber et al. 2000) illustrates various
activities associated with market orientation for successful
adoption of software product lines concept in an organiza-
tion. It considers collecting and analyzing stakeholders’
information as helpful in defining the product line scope.

Wilson (1995) observes that relationship management is
concerned with the development and maintenance of close,
long-term, mutually beneficial, and satisfying relationships
between individuals or organizations. Crosby et al. (1990)
consider relationship management as the extent to which
parties have the orientation or behavioral tendency to
actively cultivate and maintain close working relationships.
The organizations that have established close relationships
with their customers are generally more successful in
maintaining profitable businesses. Some factors which
contributes to the development of good relationship
management are the management of customer information,
customer profiling, customer support and services, promo-
tional strategies, channel management, and organizational
behavior. Business success is highly dependent on the
extent to which customers are satisfied with product and
services of an organization, as well as how they establish

the loyalty of customers by improving their relationship
management. Software product line entails the development
of multiple products within a common application domain.
Excellent relationship management builds a mutual confi-
dence between customers and the firm, thus allowing the
organization to convince customers about the new products.

The appropriate time for technology-based products to
enter into the market is even more critical for the
profitability and competitive position of an organization.
The right product at an appropriate time of launch has a
higher potential of success. There are three observed
categories in a firm’s order of entry in the market: pioneers,
early followers, and late movers (Ansoff and Stewart 1967;
Robinson et al. 1992). The benefits of being the first in the
market have long been recognized in the business sector;
and pioneers can gain a sustainable competitive advantage
over followers because initially, they are the only solution
providers in the market segment and subsequently capture a
major portion of that market. Order of entry is perceived as
a crucial business decision, which has a long lasting
profound impact on the performance of an organization in
capturing and retaining the market. Software product line
has the potential of capturing market by introducing new
products. Appropriate timing to launch a new product out
of product line is critical. The order of entry depicts the
delivery schedule and helps in setting up the production
plans of product line engineering.

2.1.2 Portfolio management: Literature review

Portfolio management covers the financial and asset
management. Financial management deals with making
decisions about fiscal matters within an organization. A
financially strong organization envisions business progress,
especially in terms of income, balance and cash flow.
Effective financial policies lead to successful businesses.
The financial strength of an organization has a major
impact on software product family development and
management. Some of the financial indicators generally
used in monitoring the performance of the business are;
current ratio; debt to equity; debt coverage ratio; sales
growth; net profit margin; return on assets; return on
investment; and payback period. A successful software
product line plays a key role in achieving the desired
financial objectives of an organization. Some of the
financial indicators such as current ratio, debt to equity
and debt coverage ratio highlight the ability of an
organization to invest in the software product line. Sales
growth and net profit margin depict how successfully the
software product line contributes to the business growth.
Return on assets, return on investment and payback period
indicates the potential of the software product line to
achieve the long-term financial goals of an organization.
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Asset management is a very important practice in the
technical and financial planning of medium and long-term
business ventures. It outlines action plans for the creation or
acquisition, maintenance, operation, replacement and dis-
posal of assets to provide an agreed-upon level of cost
effective and sustainable development. Asset management
involves deciding what assets to purchase, particularly in
terms of the quantity and timing. Chen (2002) observes that
computing asset management is a process or technology
that helps manage computer hardware/software procure-
ment and usage, facilitates license compliance, tracks
inventory, enables change, or improves overall efficiency
in software development. The mobilization of assets for
effective use at the right time gives a tremendous advantage
for an organization experiencing heavy competition in the
market. The consolidated assets of an organization provide
strategic strengths to the company, which helps in making
long-range decisions to enter various segments of the
market. Effective utilization of software assets is one of
the major concerns for software development organizations.
Such utilization has the potential to considerably reduce the
development time, product defects, and cost of the software
product. Software development organizations have shown a
growing interest in the software product line concept
because it deals with effective utilization of software assets.

2.1.3 Business planning: Literature review

Business planning spans strategic planning, business vision
and innovation. Sutton (1993) describes strategic planning
as a mechanism by which an organization collects and
evaluates information about its own operations and its
relationship to its environment, generates projections about
future changes in that environment, and sets organizational
goals based on those projections, which then serve as both a
blueprint for change and a measure of progress. Strategic
plans are the focus of an organization’s endeavors to
accomplish the desired level of achievement in a particular
area. Strategic planning starts with elaborating strategic
objectives. Harrison (1995) asserts that objectives indicate
what management expects to accomplish, while planning
sets forth how, when, where and by whom the objectives
will be attained. Strategic planning is a continuous process
within an organization; it determines business goals,
evaluates the obstacles and defines approaches to deal with
those obstacles. It outlines definite tasks for individuals,
groups and for the entire organization, which are needed to
accomplish these goals. Niemelä (2005) highlights eight
different strategies for adopting software product lines in an
organization: minimizing risk, extending market share,
maximizing end-user satisfaction, balancing cost and
potential, balancing cost, customer satisfaction and poten-
tial, and maximizing potential. Niemelä further concludes

that a company has to evaluate the current status of their
business, architecture, process, and organizational issues
before making a decision about choosing one strategy out
of those in order to achieve desired benefits.

The term “business vision” entails a description of where
the organization stands several years in the future. Business
vision is based on reality and on the current state of the
organization, but it is focused on the future. It allows the
organization to prepare action plans to introduce changes
and improvements in current practices in order to reach
future objectives. In practice, business vision is a statement
that is prepared by senior management and is communicat-
ed to all members of the organization. The senior managers
prepare the business vision after analyzing the organiza-
tion’s current situation and its impact on the external
environment. The statement includes the identification of a
desired future, and a well-established connection between
the future and the present state. Overall, it serves as a link
between one’s experiences and knowledge of the past and
present, with decisions about future. A successful business
vision plan requires all the employees within the organiza-
tion to participate and to clearly understand the vision
statement. Wijnstra (2002) concludes that a complete
business roadmap is needed to describe what is expected
from the software product lines in the years to come and
how it will fit in the plan for the release of new products.

Innovation is regarded as a by-product of research and
development. Continuous research in attempting to under-
stand a problem and discover possible solutions leads to
innovation. Martensen and Dahlgaard (1999) maintain that
an innovative strategy should be closely linked to the
company’s vision and overall business strategy, as well as
being based on comprehensive and relevant information,
both from inside the company and from the market.
Innovation and continuous improvements in processes and
products illustrate the capability of the organization to be
creative and to be pioneers in product development.
Organizations having intentions to capture a major share
of the market in order to increase business spend heavy
investments in research and development. Business
objectives influence research and development efforts
because the order of a product’s entry into the market
can make a significant difference in achieving strategic
goals. Thus, research and development in technology,
administration, processes and products, produces endur-
ing results. Böckle (2005) highlights some measures of
innovation management in software product line organ-
izations, which include a planned innovation process, clear
roles and responsibilities definition for innovation man-
agement structure. Böckle further stress that the evolution
of the product portfolio, platform, variability model, and
reference architecture shall be planned with further
innovations in mind.
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2.2 Framework of business maturity model

Most software process assessment frameworks such as
CMM (Paulk et al. 1993), BOOTSTRAP (Kuvaja et al.
1994) consider staging while defining the maturity levels.
The framework of business maturity model of software
product line presented in this paper also uses the approach
of staging. An organization at a particular maturity level
must satisfy all business practices at that level. In their
work, van der Linden et al. (2004) defines five business
maturity scales for assessing the business dimension of
software product line. These scales, in ascending order
are: “reactive”, “awareness”, “extrapolate”, “proactive”
and “strategic”. This work uses these business maturity
scales to develop a framework consisting of a set of
questionnaires for each maturity scale. The set of ques-
tions in the questionnaires are divided into eight business
practices and cover the three business dimensions. The
maturity level of an organization is determined from their
extent of agreement of the organization with each question
in the questionnaires. This is the first study of its kind
within the area of software product lines to the best of our
knowledge. All questionnaires are designed and written
specifically for this business maturity model. Table 2
illustrates the configuration of the framework of business
maturity model. Each maturity level has set of questions
and covers all the eight business practices used in this
study. The number of questions varies for each maturity
level as well as for each business practice. In the rest of
this paper the following abbreviations for Market Orien-
tation (MO), Relationships Management (RM), Order of
Entry (OE), Financial Management (FM), Assets Manage-
ment (AM), Strategic Planning (SP), Business Vision (BV)
and Innovation (IN) are used. In the measuring instrument
(questionnaires) of this maturity model the following
symbols and abbreviations are used. The next sub-
sections describe the characteristics of an organization
dealing with software product line in terms of business
maturity scales and the measuring instrument designed
particularly for this business maturity model of software
product line.

BP.X.Y.Z

BP Business Practice
X Business Dimension (an integer)
Y Maturity Level (an integer)
Z Business Practice Number (an integer)

Q.I.J.K.L

Q Question
I Business Dimension
J Maturity Level (an integer)
K Business Practice Number (an integer)
L Question Number (an integer)

2.2.1 Reactive (Level-1)

The first business maturity level of software product lines is
level-1 “reactive”. The “reactive” stage of the business trans-
lates to organization that does not as yet have a stable and
organized environment for software product line. There is no
evidence that the organization performs business practices to
establish coordination between business and software product
line engineering activities. The organization tends to carry out
multiple product development only as a reaction to market
demands. There are no defined procedures for market surveys,
customer profiling and product development schedules. There
is a lack of strategic planning and absence of business vision in
the organization. The financial health of the organization is not
very convincing. A lack of understanding of software product
line engineeringmethodology is present. The organization does
not have the technological resources and skills to establish
software product lines, although they have a growing interest in
setting up a suitable infrastructure for product line engineering.
Appendix I illustrates the measuring instrument for assessing
the software product line business maturity of an organization
when it is a level-1 of “reactive”.

2.2.2 Awareness (Level-2)

The next business maturity level of software product lines
is level-2, and is defined as “awareness”. The organizations

Maturity Level Business Practice & Number of Items in Assessment Questionnaire

MO RM OE FM AM SP BV IN Total

Reactive 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 12

Awareness 3 3 3 2 2 2 1 2 18

Extrapolate 3 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 22

Proactive 5 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 23

Strategic 3 1 2 2 3 2 3 2 18

Table 2 Framework of business
maturity model
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at this level are generally aware of the potential benefits of
software product lines. At the early stage of level-2, the
organization is not able to align the business practices with
product line engineering, except for their intensions to do
so at some future stage. The marketing strategy of the
organization starts providing feedback to product line
engineering activities. The product development schedules
are influenced by order of entry into the market. Organi-
zation starts managing software assets. The organization
shows action and commitment to incorporate software
product lines in its’ strategic plans and future direction.
Organizational learning shows interest in the software
product line concept. Overall the organization understands
the importance of software product lines in achieving
business goals. They are in the phase of establishing an
infrastructure for software product lines. Lack of under-
standing of coordinated activities between business and
engineering to launch software product line is present.
Appendix II illustrates the measuring instrument for
assessing the software product line business maturity of
an organization when it is a level-2 of “awareness”.

2.2.3 Extrapolate (Level-3)

An organization at level-3, which is also referred to as
“extrapolate” is able to establish an infrastructure for software
product lines. The organization is able to collect and
disseminate market information. The organization makes
software product line as a part of formal business planning.
The scope of software product lines allows the organization to
identify potential business cases. Market, customer and
competitor orientations provide directions to the delivery
schedules of software products. Strategic planning starts
weighting software product lines a crucial entity to achieve
business objectives. An initial set of activities required for
establishing the infrastructure for software product lines are
within the agenda of strategic planning. The organization
understands the process methodology of software product
lines and is able to start coordinating between business and
product lines. There are efforts to align business and product
line engineering results in innovative ways to capture a
targeted market. The organization starts feeling the positive
effect on their financial strength due to product line.
Appendix III illustrates the measuring instrument for the
software product line business maturity of an organization
when it is a level-3 of “extrapolate”.

2.2.4 Proactive (Level-4)

The fourth level of business maturity of software product
line is “proactive”. An organization at this level has been
able to establish coordination between business strategies
and the software product line. The software product line

decisions are influenced by business concerns. The soft-
ware product line scope and product line requirements are
aligned with the market. Product line delivery schedules
accommodate market demands. The organization is able to
maintain and update core asset repository. The organization
has achieved the required skills and knowledge to launch
and maintain the software product line. Strategic planning
covers the product line requirements. The business vision
of the organization foresees the importance of the product
line in long-term business objectives. Innovative measures
are introduced in product line engineering, which depicts
the richness of organization culture in adopting product line
engineering. The business decisions of the organization
give weight to software product lines. Appendix IV
illustrates the measuring instrument for assessing the
software product line business maturity of an organization
when it is a level-4 of “proactive”.

2.2.5 Strategic (Level-5)

The highest business maturity level is “strategic”. An
organization at level-5 considers software product family as
a strategic asset, which can be mobilized to achieve desired
business objectives. The market size of the product line has
increased over a period of time and organization has
established and maintained a position as a solution provider
in the consumer market. The organization has sufficient
resources and skills to give appropriate response to compet-
itors’ actions. The competitors consider the product line of the
organization as a direct threat to their business. The
organization exhibits the characteristics of early movers or
even pioneers in product development. Software product line
is contributing in improving the financial strength of the
organization. The software product line plays an integral role
in the business vision of the organization. The software
product line plays a significant role in achieving the strategic
objectives of the organization. Business is completely aligned
with product line approach. The business decisions of the
organization are strongly influenced by production plans of
the product line. Appendix V illustrates the measuring
instrument for assessing the software product line business
maturity of an organization when it is a level-5 of “strategic”.

2.3 Performance scale

The maturity level of an organization is determined by
measuring the ability of an organization to perform their
business practices. Five levels scale is used to obtain
performance rating. An ordinal rating “Completely Agree
(4)”, “Largely Agree (3)”, “Partially Agree (2)” and “Not
Agree (1)” as described in Table 3 is used to measure each
business practice. The rating threshold provides a set of
quantitative measurements. These ratings reflect the agree-
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ment of the organization with each statement in the
questionnaires. The scale point of 1 in Table 3 “Doesn’t
Apply” is designed to increase the flexibility of the model
and it is treated as equivalent to a value of 4 in the rating
algorithm. It is important to note here that the performance
scales and their rating threshold are kept close to the
BOOTSTRAP methodology as illustrated in Table 3. We
intentionally defined our performance scale in the previ-
ously existing approach in order to keep software product
line business assessment close to existing popular scales,
which were already in use, and have been validated and
widely accepted in software industry. The rating thresholds
values of the performance scales are also similar to
BOOTSTRAP. We introduce some changes in the linguistic
expressions of the performance scales. The major reason for
these changes relates to the current design of the ques-
tionnaires of this study. Specifically, our questionnaires take

self-assessment approach into account, where an organiza-
tion is able to evaluate their business maturity by express-
ing their own level of agreement with the statements.

2.4 Rating method

The rating method adopted in this business maturity model
for software product lines derives its foundations partially
from BOOTSTRAP algorithm (Wang and King 2000) of
software process assessment. However, the structure of the
rating method used different terminologies such as Perfor-
mance Rating (PRBP), Number of Agreed Statements
(NABP), Pass Threshold (PTBP), and Business Maturity
Level (BML), discussed in detail as follows:

Let PRBP [I, J] be a rating of Ith business practice of the
Jth maturity level. Then using the performance scale defined
in Table 3, PRBP [I, J] can be rated as:

PRBP I; J½ � ¼ 4; if the extend of agreement with the statement is at least 80%:
¼ 3; if the extend of agreement with the statement is between 66:7� 79:9%:
¼ 2; if the extend of agreement with the statement is between 33:3� 66:6%:
¼ 1; if the extend of agreement with the statement is less than or equal to 33:2%:
¼ 4; if the statement does not apply in this assesment:

An Ith statement at Jth maturity level is considered agreed
if PRBP [I, J] ≥ 3. If the number of statements agreed at
maturity level “J” is NABP [J] then it is defined by the
expression:

NABP J½ � ¼ Number of PRBP I; J½ � Agreedjf g
¼ Number of PRBP I; J½ � PRBP I; J½ � � 3jf g

Table 4 illustrates the pass threshold of 80% at each
maturity level; values are calculated to the nearest hundred.
The maturity level is considered as pass or achieved if 80%
of the statements in the questionnaire are agreed. If NBP [J]
is the total number of statements at the Jth maturity level
then the pass threshold (PTBP) at Jth maturity level is
defined as:

PTBP J½ � ¼ NBP J½ �»80%

The organizational Business Maturity Level (BML) is
defined as the highest maturity level at which the number of
statements agreed is more than or equal to pass threshold
(PTBP [J]), given by:

BML ¼ max J NABP J½ � � PTBP J½ �jf g

Table 3 Performance scale

Scale # Linguistic Expression of Performance Scale Linguistic Expression of BOOTSTRAP Rating Threshold (%) Value

5 Complete Agree Complete Satisfied 80 4

4 Largely Agree Largely Satisfied 66.7 79.9 3

3 Partially Agree Partially Satisfied 33.3 66.6 2

2 Not Agree Absent / Poor 33.2 1

1 Doesn’t Apply Doesn’t Apply – 4

Table 4 Rating threshold

Maturity Level Total Questions Pass Threshold 80%

Reactive 12 10

Awareness 18 14

Extrapolate 22 18

Proactive 23 18

Strategic 18 14
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3 Reliability and validity analysis of questionnaires

The two most important aspects of precision in questionnaire-
based assessments are reliability and validity. Reliability
refers to the reproducibility of a measurement, whereas
validity refers to the agreement between the value of a
measurement and its true value. We conducted a pilot study
and requested some organizations to provide us their extent of
agreement with each statement in the questionnaires. This
pilot study allows us to analyze the reliability and construct
validity of the questionnaires designed in this study. The
reliability of the questionnaires designed for five maturity
levels were evaluated by using internal-consistency analysis
method. Internal-consistency analysis was performed using
coefficient alpha (Cronbach 1951). Table 5 reports the results
of reliability analysis, the coefficient alpha ranges from
0.60 to 0.92. (Nunnally and Bernste 1994) found that a
reliability coefficient of 0.70 or higher for a measuring
instrument was satisfactory. The other reliability literature
such as (van de Ven and Ferry 1980) suggests that a
reliability coefficient of 0.55 or higher was satisfactory,
and (Osterhof 2001) concluded that 0.60 or higher is
satisfactory. Our analysis shows that most of the question-
naire items developed for this business maturity model are
satisfied with the criteria of (Nunnally and Bernste 1994),
whereas some of the items have alpha less than 0.70 but
they still fall within the acceptable ranges of (van de Ven
and Ferry 1980) and (Osterhof 2001). Our analysis shows
that all the items are considered reliable as each construct
has an alpha of 0.55 or higher therefore satisfying the
acceptable ranges of alpha.

Construct validity, according to Campbell and Fiske
(1959), occurs when the scale items in a given construct
move in the same direction, and, thus, are highly correlated.
A principal component analysis (Comrey and Lee 1992)
performed and noted for all eight-business practices in each
maturity level. Table 6 provides a measure of construct
validity. We used eigen values (Kaiser 1970) and scree
plots (Cattell 1966) as reference points to observe construct
validity using principal component analysis. We used eigen
value-one criterion, also known as Kaiser criterion (Kaiser
1960; Stevens 1986), which means any component having
an eigen value greater than one is retained. Eigen values
analysis reveals that the items present in questionnaires
completely formed a single factor. The scree plots clearly
showed a cut-off at the first component. Therefore, the
construct validity can be regarded as being sufficient. It is
important to note here that both principal component
analysis and coefficient alpha requires more than one items
in a construct to calculate eigen value and cronbach alpha.
In the constructs of “MO”,“SP”,“BV” and “IN” at level-1
and “BV” and “RM” at level-2 and 5 respectively single
items are present. Therefore we are unable to evaluate the
reliability and validity analysis for those constructs and it is
highlighted with “*” in Table 5. The presence of single
items at level-1 is by design whereas in cases of level-2 and
level-5 they were originally planned as two-item-construct,
but did not proof reliable. This is one of the potential
limitations of this work and further highlighted in the
(Section 4, Sub-Section 4.2).

According to Campbell and Fiske (1959) convergent
validity is the degree to which concepts should be related

Maturity Level Business Practices

MO RM OE FM AM SP BV IN

Reactive a 0.68 0.68 0.73 0.79 a a a

Awareness 0.82 0.92 0.87 0.76 0.90 0.90 a 0.82

Extrapolate 0.90 0.88 0.78 0.84 0.89 0.81 0.87 0.91

Proactive 0.91 0.85 0.66 0.84 0.69 0.72 0.55 0.72

Strategic 0.68 a 0.65 0.60 0.68 0.83 0.69 0.78

Table 5 Reliability analysis of
business practices

a Construct has only one item
evaluation of coefficient alpha is
not possible

Maturity Level Business Practices

MO RM OE FM AM SP BV IN

Reactive a 1.52 1.52 1.67 1.74 a a a

Awareness 2.25 2.63 2.40 1.63 1.85 1.83 a 1.70

Extrapolate 2.52 1.80 1.73 2.41 2.48 2.19 2.53 2.54

Proactive 3.76 2.32 1.86 2.35 2.01 1.61 1.53 1.56

Strategic 1.86 a 1.49 1.43 1.60 1.85 2.10 1.82

Table 6 Construct validity of
business practices

a Construct has only one item PCA
is not possible
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theoretically are interrelated in reality whereas discriminant
validity is the degree to which concepts that should not be
related theoretically are, in fact, not interrelated in reality.
Campbell and Fiske (1959) propose Multitrait-Multimethod
Matrix (MTMM) as a method to assess convergent and
discriminant validity. The MTMM is a matrix of correla-
tions among constructs to facilitate the interpretation of the
assessment of convergent and discriminant validity. A high
correlation among constructs leads to convergent validity
whereas a low degree of correlation illustrates the discrim-
inant validity. Table 7 illustrates the average inter-item
correlation within construct to assess the convergent and
discriminant validity. Face validity defines the extent to
which the contents of a test or procedure look like they are
measuring what they are supposed to measure. Face
validity is a qualitative assessment of the measuring
instrument. One of the approaches to carry out face validity
is to get the feedback from the experts in the domain of the
measuring instrument. We requested some of the experts
actively involved in the process of software product line
engineering to provide us their feedback about the face
validity of the measuring instrument. After receiving their
feedback we made some modifications in the structure and
contents of the measuring instrument. The measurements of
reliability and validity analysis show that the measurement
procedures used in this business maturity model overall
have the acceptable level of psychometric properties.

4 Case studies

In order to evaluate the business maturity level, we applied
our model to two organizations currently involved in the
process of software product line engineering. In order to
protect the privacy of the two organizations, they will be
referred to as “A” and “B”. Organization “A” is involved in
the business of telecommunication and is one of the biggest
organizations in the mobile phone industry. Organization
“B” is a software development firm that has been in
business for over a decade and has software development
sites all across the globe. Table 8 shows detailed assessment
results of organization “A”. The numerical values entered
in each cell of Table 8 represent the organization’s
agreement with the statements in the questionnaires of each

maturity level. Table 9 reports the summary of assessment
results. It is important to note that according to the rating
method discussed in Section 2, Sub-Section 2.4, a statement
is considered agreed upon if the performance rating shown
in Table 3 is either greater than or equal to 3. Organization
“A” is at the “Extrapolate” maturity level, which is level-3,
while Organization “B” is at level-4, or the “Proactive”
level. The following section elaborates on the assessment
methodology used in this study.

4.1 Assessment methodology

▪ The two participating organizations are from North
America. In terms of size, they are considered to be
large since each has a total of over 3,000 employees
working in various departments.
▪ In the first stage of the study, we established contact
with individuals in the two organizations to request
their participation in this study. Specifically, we sent
personalized emails to the individuals describing the
scope and objectives of the study. Since the individuals
contacted were working in the area of software product
line engineering, their answers were directly applicable
to the study. Furthermore, we informed the participants
that the assessment being conducted was a part of a
Ph.D. research project and that neither the identity of
an individual nor of an organization would be
disclosed in the resulting Ph.D. thesis or in any
subsequent research publications.
▪ The questionnaires designed for this maturity model are
used to measure the maturity of business dimension of
each company’s software product line engineering. The
individuals participating in the study were requested to
provide the extent their agreement with each statement by
using the performance scale ranging from 1 to 5. This
performance scale is illustrated in Table 3.
▪ Our assessment methodology uses a top down
approach, where the more emphasized characteristics
can be identified by moving from a lower to a higher
level in the questionnaire. Consequently, the respond-
ents complete the questionnaire by starting at Level 1
and finishing at Level 5.
▪ All of the participants in this study were volunteers, and
no compensation of any form was offered or paid. We

Reactive Awareness Extrapolate Proactive Strategic

Reactive 0.64

Awareness 0.21 0.48

Extrapolate 0.10 0.05 0.73

Proactive 0.02 0.11 0.09 0.78

Strategic 0.22 0.25 0.15 0.10 0.62

Table 7 Convergent and dis-
criminant validity analysis
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also told the respondents that if for any reason they did
not want to answer any question, to please leave it blank.
▪ On average, the respondents to this study had been
associated with their respective organizations for the
last 3 years. The minimum educational qualification of
the respondents was an undergraduate university
degree and the maximum was a Ph.D. degree. Most
of the respondents generally belonged to middle or
senior technical management and were associated with
the software development process. However, some of
them were from other departments such as marketing,
sales and business development. Some of the partic-
ipants had policy making roles or were involved in
implementing organizational strategies from the top to
the bottom.
▪ We highlighted some major sources of data, such as
documents, plans, models and actors, for the partic-
ipants in the study. This was done to reduce the
likelihood of inaccurate estimations from the respond-
ents’ and to increase the reliability of the approach.
▪ Our assessment was not conducted by the usual on-
site method. Specifically, we neither visited the

organizations in person nor had meetings in person with
the individual respondents to discuss the questionnaires.
Our major source of contact and communication with the
respondents was via email.
▪ We received multiple responses from each organiza-
tion and thus limited the amount of bias in the sample.
A variety of respondents from each organization
provide a more accurate overall description of the
company.

Table 8 Details of assessment result of case study “A”

Reactive Awareness Extrapolate Proactive Strategic

Level-1 Level-2 Level-3 Level-4 Level-5

Question # Value Question # Value Question # Value Question # Value Question # Value

Q 1.1.1.1 1 Q 1.2.1.1 3 Q 1.3.1.1 4 Q 1.4.1.1 2 Q 1.5.1.1 2

Q 1.1.2.1 1 Q 1.2.1.2 3 Q 1.3.1.2 4 Q 1.4.1.2 2 Q 1.5.1.2 2

Q 1.1.2.2 1 Q 1.2.1.3 2 Q 1.3.1.3 4 Q 1.4.1.3 2 Q 1.5.1.3 2

Q 1.1.3.1 1 Q 1.2.2.1 3 Q 1.3.2.1 4 Q 1.4.1.4 3 Q 1.5.2.1 2

Q 1.1.3.2 1 Q 1.2.2.2 3 Q 1.3.2.2 4 Q 1.4.1.5 3 Q 1.5.3.1 2

Q 2.1.4.1 1 Q 1.2.2.3 3 Q 1.3.3.1 3 Q 1.4.2.1 2 Q 1.5.3.2 3

Q 2.1.4.2 1 Q 1.2.3.1 3 Q 1.3.3.2 3 Q 1.4.2.2 3 Q 2.5.4.1 2

Q 2.1.5.1 1 Q 1.2.3.2 3 Q 2.3.4.1 3 Q 1.4.2.3 2 Q 2.5.4.2 3

Q 2.1.5.2 1 Q 1.2.3.3 2 Q 2.3.4.2 3 Q 1.4.3.1 2 Q 2.5.5.1 2

Q 3.1.6.1 1 Q 2.2.4.1 3 Q 2.3.4.3 4 Q 1.4.3.2 2 Q 2.5.5.2 2

Q 3.1.7.1 1 Q 2.2.4.2 3 Q 2.3.5.1 4 Q 1.4.3.3 3 Q 2.5.5.3 2

Q 3.1.8.1 1 Q 2.2.5.1 4 Q 2.3.5.2 4 Q 2.4.4.1 2 Q 3.5.6.1 3

Q 2.2.5.2 3 Q 2.3.5.3 4 Q 2.4.4.2 3 Q 3.5.6.2 2

Q 3.2.6.1 3 Q 3.3.6.1 4 Q 2.4.4.3 3 Q 3.5.7.1 2

Q 3.2.6.2 3 Q 3.3.6.2 4 Q 2.4.5.1 3 Q 3.5.7.2 2

Q 3.2.7.1 3 Q 3.3.6.3 3 Q 2.4.5.2 3 Q 3.5.7.3 3

Q 3.2.8.1 3 Q 3.3.7.1 4 Q 2.4.5.3 2 Q 3.5.8.1 2

Q 3.2.8.2 3 Q 3.3.7.2 4 Q 3.4.6.1 3 Q 3.5.8.2 2
Q 3.3.7.3 4 Q 3.4.6.2 2

Q 3.3.8.1 2 Q 3.4.7.1 2

Q 3.3.8.2 2 Q 3.4.7.2 3

Q 3.3.8.3 2 Q 3.4.8.1 2

Q 3.4.8.2 2

Table 9 Summary of assessment results of case studies

Maturity
Level

Total
Questions

Pass
Threshold
80%

Organization
“A” NABP

Organization
“B” NABP

Reactive 12 10 0 0

Awareness 18 14 16 0

Extrapolate 22 18 19 22

Proactive 23 18 10 21

Strategic 18 14 4 9

NABP = Total number of agreed statements
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4.2 Limitations of the assessment methodology

Questionnaire-based maturity models are susceptible to
certain limitations, which is the case with this model. Some
of the limitations associated with this model of software
product line engineering are as follows:

▪ The first limitation involves the degree of complete-
ness of the model. Although we used eight different
business factors, which were spread over five maturity
levels, there may have been be other factors that
influence the business process of software product
lines. Other such contributing factors not considered in
this model include organization size, economic con-
ditions and political conditions.
▪ The second limitation of the methodology was the
issue of subjective assessment. We used statistical
techniques that were most commonly used in software
engineering to ensure the reliability and validity of the
questionnaire-based assessment approaches. However,
our measurements were still largely based on the
subjective assessment of individuals.
▪ Although we used multiple respondents within the
same organization to reduce bias, bias is still a core
issue in decision-making and evaluating questionnaire-
based responses. Product line engineering is a relative-
ly new concept in software development, and not many
of the organizations in the software industry have
institutionalized and launched this concept. Hence,
collecting data for determining the level of reliability
and validity of the various assessment items from the
software industry was a limitation.
▪ The degree of respondent participation also affected
the accuracy of the results. As previously mentioned,
we asked the respondents to consult major sources of
relevant data in their organizations to reduce the
possibility of inaccurate judgment when filling in
questionnaires. However, the data collection was
largely dependent on the individuals’ efforts to obtain
the required information before responding to the
statements presented in the questionnaire.
▪ Our assessment methodology did not account for the
role of independent assessors even though their role is
an important aspect of maturity assessment modeling.
Their role defines the level of coordination between the
assessor and the internal assessment team and provides
for an evaluation. The current case studies are based on
self-assessment.
▪ The methodology evaluates and quantifies the
maturity level of the different business factors as well
as gauges the overall maturity level of the business
dimension. However, our maturity model does not
provide any guidelines for an improvement process,

which we consider to be a subsequent project emanat-
ing from this study.
▪ There are six single item constructs in the measuring
instruments for which reliability and validity analysis
were not performed. This we consider as one of the
limitations of the assessment methodology proposed in
this work.

Although the business maturity model presented in this
paper has both some general and specific limitations, it still
provides a comprehensive approach to evaluating the
maturity level of the business dimension for software
product line engineering. Furthermore, it provides a suitable
foundation for future research in this area.

4.3 Utilization of the business maturity assessment model

One of the advantages of using maturity models in
software engineering is that they have the ability to
obtain inside information about the current maturity
level of the different process-related activities in a
particular organization. Ideally, this information provides
a basis for improvement plans and activities. Further-
more, maturity models are also advantageous to indi-
vidual organizations because companies with high
maturity ratings are more attractive to potential custom-
ers. We summarized the advantages of the business
maturity model from different perspectives as: software
engineering research, various organizational aspects,
product development and process improvements.

▪ Overall, the maturity level model presented in this
work provides information that can be used to improve
the organization’s process methodology and comple-
mentary product development activities within the
organization.
▪ The overall business performance of an organization
depends on a number of critical factors. Since
technologies and business opportunities are evolving
rapidly, companies must monitor the factors affecting
the business performance. The monitoring of business
factors helps in achieving the company’s ultimate goal
of developing and profiting from products. The
maturity assessment model presented in this work
helps companies to monitor and evaluate their overall
business process.
▪ The model presented also highlights a methodology
for evaluating some of the business factors in a
company. This evaluation provides inside information
about the factors that can be improved upon by
management. For example, if management discovered
that market orientation is at a lower maturity level then
they could introduce changes to the marketing strategy
and plans to improve it. Such improvements could
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subsequently help in the product development process,
which is the ultimate goal of the organization.
▪ The software product line is gaining popularity and
many organizations around the world are currently
involved in applying this concept. Our model provides
an early conceptual framework for the maturity
assessment of software product line engineering.
Consequently, this area of study still requires future
contributions from software engineering researchers.

5 Final remarks

The overall engineering efforts of software product line
development and management have been divided into
four dimensions of business, architecture, software
engineering process and organizational aspects. The
software product line process assessment is relatively
an area where only conceptual work has been done yet.
This papers’ main contribution is a methodology to
evaluate the business dimension of software product line
engineering and enhances further understanding of the
business aspects of software product line. The frame-
work of the model consists of assessment questionnaires
for the five levels maturity scale, performance scales
and a rating method. Thus, this research contributes
towards establishing a comprehensive and unified
strategy for process maturity evaluation of software
product line. The case studies conducted in this research
showed the performance of the two organizations in
their business dimension of software product line. This
research also reinforces current perceptions that the
software product line requires a comprehensive align-
ment of inter-disciplinary business strategies with soft-
ware engineering activities. Currently, we are working
on the development of a business evaluation tool to
automate the assessment process of the model. Besides
its general and specific limitations, the business maturity
model presented in this paper contributes significantly in
the area of software product line by addressing a topic
of immense importance.

Appendix

Appendix I

BP.1.1.1 Market
orientation

Q.1.1.1.1 The organization has not yet acquired

adequate knowledge and skills to
gather information about the market.

BP.1.1.2 Relationships
management

Q.1.1.2.1 The organization is not able to attract
new and retain existing customers.

Q.1.1.2.2 The organization has complex
business processes and customers are
not satisfied with them.

BP.1.1.3 Order of entry
to the market

Q.1.1.3.1 Order of entry to the market is not an
issue of concern in product
development schedules.

Q.1.1.3.2 The organization does not conduct
market reviews to update product
launch timing.

BP.2.1.4 Financial
management

Q.2.1.4.1 The organization is not able to reduce
its debt.

Q.2.1.4.2 The sales do not grow over a period of
time.

BP.2.1.5 Assets
management

Q.2.1.5.1 The organization does not have formal
plans to maintain and mobilize its
assets.

Q.2.1.5.1 Software assets are occasionally used
in new product development.

BP.3.1.6 Strategic
planning

Q.3.1.6.1 Software product line is not a part of
strategic plan of the organization.

BP.3.1.7 Business vision

Q.3.1.7.1 The employees have no idea where the
organization is going in next ten years.

BP.3.1.8 Innovation

Q.3.1.8.1 The organization has no research and
development setup.

Appendix II

BP.1.2.1 Market
orientation

Q.1.2.1.1 Market intelligence is shared, but there
is a lack of defined inter-
communication protocol among ex-
ternal and internal entities of the
organization.

Q.1.2.1.2 The organization occasionally collects
and analyzes data from the consumer
market to identify opportunities for
new product development.

Q.1.2.1.3 The marketing plans of the
organization are influenced by
actions of competitors.
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BP.1.2.2 Relationships
management

Q.1.2.2.1 The organization gives consideration
to the complaints of the customers’
and is able to resolve their issues.

Q.1.2.2.2 Organization listen the requirements of
the customers in making decisions
about new products.

Q.1.2.2.3 The organization is able to reduce the
number of complaints from
customers over the period of time.

BP.1.2.3 Order of entry
to the market

Q.1.2.3.1 The organization gives weight to the
order of entry to the market and
product launch timing influences
development schedules.

Q.1.2.3.2 The organization generally develops
products in response to the
competitor actions.

Q.1.2.3.3 The organization occasionally conducts
market reviews and updates the
development and delivery schedule of
the software product line.

BP.2.2.4 Financial
management

Q.2.2.4.1 The organization is able to maintain its
debt.

Q.2.2.4.2 There is no change in the net profit
margin during the last two years.

BP.2.2.5 Assets
management

Q.2.2.5.1 The organization has established a
policy of managing assets for the
software product line.

Q.2.2.5.2 The software product line assets
information is collected at need to
know basis by most of the personnel
involved in product development.

BP.3.2.6 Strategic
planning

Q.3.2.6.1 Software product line is considered as
an option in the strategic plans of the
organization.

Q.3.2.6.2 The strategic planning identifies key
market segments for the software
product line.

BP.3.2.7 Business vision

Q.3.2.7.1 The organization is in the planning phase
of setting up future goals and
positioning software product line as an
important tool to achieve desired goals.

BP.3.2.8 Innovation

Q.3.2.8.1 The organization has established an
infrastructure for research and
development in software product
lines.

Q.3.2.8.2 The employees have opportunities to
participate in problem solving and
idea generation activities for the
software product line.

Appendix III

BP.1.3.1 Market
orientation

Q.1.3.1.1 The organization has an established
defined inter-communication proto-
col among external and internal
entities for the dissemination of
market intelligence.

Q.1.3.1.2 The domain engineering activity of
product line engineering identifies
the potential market segment.

Q.1.3.1.3 The organization uses feedback from
customers’ to develop new products
or services.

BP.1.3.2 Relationships
management

Q.1.3.2.1 The organization has a well-
established system to quickly extract,
manipulate and produce data for
profitability analysis, customer pro-
filing, and retention modeling.

Q.1.3.2.2 The organization simplifies business
processes regularly to enhance
customer experience and satisfaction.

BP.1.3.3 Order of entry
to the market

Q.1.3.3.1 The products developed from the
software product line enter into the
market at appropriate time.

Q.1.3.3.2 The organization regularly conducts
market reviews and updates the
development and delivery schedule
of the software product line.

BP.2.3.4 Financial
management

Q.2.3.4.1 The organization is able to reduce its
debt.

Q.2.3.4.2 The sales grow over a period of time.

Q.2.3.4.3 The return on assets increases over a
period of time.

BP.2.3.5 Assets
management

Q.2.3.5.1 The organization has allocated
sufficient resources for managing
core assets of software product line.

Q.2.3.5.2 The assets within the software product
line repository are consistent with
the scope of the software product
line.

Q.2.3.5.3 The software product line assets
information is well communicated to
all personnel involved in the product
development.

BP.3.3.6 Strategic
planning

Q.3.3.6.1 The strategic planning allocates
resources for software product line
development.
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Q.3.3.6.2 The strategic plans define how an
organization will achieve the
technological capability to
successfully adopt the concept of the
software product line.

Q.3.3.6.3 The strategic plans portray what
should be developed from the
software product line.

BP.3.3.7 Business vision

Q.3.3.7.1 The organization has a well-
documented business vision state-
ment.

Q.3.3.7.2 In the business vision of the
organization software product line
aims at retaining current customers
and attracting future ones.

Q.3.3.7.3 The software product line is
considered essential for the
organization to reach its future goals.

BP.3.3.8 Innovation

Q.3.3.8.1 The organization has defined a road
map for research and development in
software product lines.

Q.3.3.8.2 The organization allocates resources to
research and development in the
software product line.

Q.3.3.8.3 The innovations in the software product
line are aligned with the existing
business goals of the organization.

Appendix IV

BP.1.4.1 Market
orientation

Q.1.4.1.1 The organization uses feedback from
customers to the improve quality of
products and services.

Q.1.4.1.2 The organization has adequate
resources and skills to gather
information about the market.

Q.1.4.1.3 The organizations regularly collect and
analyze data from the consumer and
market to identify opportunities for
new market segments.

Q.1.4.1.4 The scope of software product line
covers the customers’ requirements.

Q.1.4.1.5 The organization explicitly considers
competitors as their top priority
while developing market plans.

BP.1.4.2 Relationships
management

Q.1.4.2.1 The organization attracts new and
existing customers through
personalized communication and
innovative targeting methods.

Q.1.4.2.2 The organization has an established
promotions strategy to attract new

customers and retain existing
ones.

Q.1.4.2.3 The organization is able to retain
customers over a long period
of time.

BP.1.4.3 Order of entry
to the market

Q.1.4.3.1 The organization has the potential of
being first in the market to introduce
new products.

Q.1.4.3.2 The delivery schedule of products out
of software product line helps in
increasing the market presence of the
organization.

Q.1.4.3.3 The software product line is able to
meet the demands of the delivery
schedule requirements of the
customers.

BP.2.4.4 Financial
management

Q.2.4.4.1 The net profits margin increase over a
period of time.

Q.2.4.4.2 The payback period decrease over a
period of time.

Q.2.4.4.3 The software product line fits in the
financial model of the organization.

BP.2.4.5 Assets
management

Q.2.4.5.1 The assets of the software product line
are dynamic, and continuously grow
as the production proceeds.

Q.2.4.5.2 The software assets have significantly
reduced the development cycle of the
software product line.

Q.2.4.5.3 The software assets are consistent with
the production constraints and the
production plan of the software
product line.

BP.3.4.6 Strategic
planning

Q.3.4.6.1 The software product line is aligned
with the strategic plans of the
organization.

Q.3.4.6.2 The strategic plans highlight an
evolution in the software product
line under changing business
conditions.

BP.3.4.7 Business vision

Q.3.4.7.1 The business vision is communicated
to all members of the organizations
and they are committed to achieve
organizational goals.

Q.3.4.7.2 Software product line is a part of the
business vision of the organization.

BP.3.4.8 Innovation

Q.3.4.8.1 The organizational culture supports
innovation in the software product
line.

Q.3.4.8.2 The management supports reactive
and proactive innovations in the
software product line process.
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Appendix V

BP.1.5.1 Market
orientation

Q.1.5.1.1 The organization successfully
responds to the actions of
competitors and is able to decrease
the number of competitors over the
period of time.

Q.1.5.1.2 The scope of software product line is
aligned with the requirements of the
targeted market.

BP.1.5.2 Relationships
management

BP.1.5.3 Order of entry
to the market

Q.1.5.3.1 The organization is regarded as
pioneer in product development.

Q.1.5.3.2 The customers are satisfied with the
product launch timing of the
software product line.

BP.2.5.4 Financial
management

Q.2.5.4.1 The return on investment increases
over a period of time.

Q.2.5.4.2 The software product line is
contributing in strengthening the
financial position of the
organization.

BP.2.5.5 Assets
management

Q.2.5.5.1 The organization maintains
information about assets, as well as
their versions and utilization history
in product development.

Q.2.5.5.2 The assets management of the
organization is aligned with the
strategic plans of management.

Q.2.5.5.3 The software assets management
satisfies the cost to benefits ratio for
the organization.

BP.3.5.6 Strategic
planning

Q.3.5.6.1 The software product line plays a
significant role in achieving the
strategic objectives of the
organization.

Q.3.5.6.2 The organizational strategic planning
place the software product lines an
important strategic consideration and
even a strategic asset.

BP.3.5.7 Business vision

Q.3.5.7.1 The business vision is regularly
reviewed, updated as needed and
communicated to all in the
organization.

BP.3.5.8 Innovation
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